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With Extensive Contemporary Manuscript Annotations 
 

1. ARISTOTLE.  [Physica] De Natura, aut de Rerum principiis lib. VIII. (Tr. J. Perion; 
Ed. N. de Grouchy). Paris: Gabriel Buon, 1567.  4to, 120 leaves; Buon's printer's 
device [Renouard 112] on title; ornamental initials.    

BOUND WITH: 
 

ARISTOTLE. De Caelo libri IIII (Tr. J. Perion; Ed. N. de Grouchy). Paris: Gabriel 
Buon, 1567. 64 [i.e. 62] leaves; Buon's printer's device on title; ornamental initials. 
 

BOUND WITH: 
 

ARISTOTLE. Liber de Mundo, ad Alexandrum Macedoniae Regem (Tr. G. Budé). 
Paris: Gabriel Buon, 1567. 16 leaves; Buon's printer's device on title; ornamental 
initial. 
 

BOUND WITH: 
 

ARISTOTLE. [De generatione et corruptione] De ortu & interitu Libri duo (Tr. J. 
Perion; Ed. N. de Grouchy). Paris: Gabriel Buon, 1567. 36 leaves; Buon's printer's 
device on title; ornamental initials. 
 

BOUND WITH: 
 

ARISTOTLE. De Animo, Libri III. (Tr. J. Perion; Ed. N. de Grouchy). Paris: Gabriel 
Buon, 1567. 48 leaves; Buon's printer's device on title; ornamental initials. 
 

BOUND WITH: 
 

ARISTOTLE. Meteorologicorum libri quatuor (Tr. J. Perion; Ed. N. de Grouchy). 
Paris: Gabriel Buon, 1567. 70 leaves; Buon's printer's device on title; ornamental 
initials; six woodcut diagrams in the text (fol. 12r, 35r, 35v, 47r, 50v, 52r). The six 
works rebound together in handsome modern goatskin blind-tooled in 
Renaissance style, four raised bands [N.B. Vestiges of the original binding will be 
sent along with the book]; this copy has been very extensively annotated on 
many leaves with lecture notes in a contemporary hand; early ownership 
signature on first title; a later (18th-century) owner has signed his name ("De 
Lyvonniere") on the first text page of five of the works; one small round 
wormhole in lower margins never touching text.               SOLD 
 

Six rare editions of works of Aristotle on natural philosophy, five of which are in 
the translations of the Benedictine scholar Joachim Perion (1499-1559), revised by 
Nicolas de Grouchy (1520-1572), professor of Greek at Bordeaux where had been 
one of Montaigne's private tutors; De Mundo is in the translation of the celebrated 
Guillaume Budé (1467-1540). 
 

The first work, De Natura, opens with a preface by another of Montaigne's 
original tutors: Guillaume Guerente, who has also added a 16-line Latin poem 
consisting of eight elegiac couplets, each summarizing one of the eight books of 
the Physics. Guerente's preface is followed by an essay summarizing Aristotle's 
natural philosophy, by Matthaeus Frigillanus (Mathieu Fragellan), a French 
humanist from Beauvais, best known as a commentator on Plato and Aristotle. 
 

The Perion-Grouchy versions of Aristotelian works, originally published 
between 1549 and 1552, were re-issued often, becoming the standard texts in 
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university courses, which explains the spacious interlines and wide margins of 
these editions, including the present, intended to accommodate students' lecture 
notes; this pedagogical purpose also accounts for the remarkable rarity of all 
editions. 
 

In this volume the manuscript annotations, both interlinear and marginal, are 
often so dense that on some pages they are as extensive as the printed text, 
spilling over into the lower margins and even occasionally into the gutters; in the 
first work, when the annotator ran out of space he wrote his comments on three 
inserted blank leaves bound into the volume (between leaves 12-13, 18-19 and 72-
73); the original owner-annotator has dated his annotations '1570' and '1571' within 
blank spaces of some of the ornamental capitals of the first work, accompanied 
by an indecipherable signature. 
 

§ I. Cranz 108.527; II. Cranz 108.524; III. Not in Cranz; IV. Cranz 108.525; V. Cranz 
108.523; VI. Cranz 108.526; on Perion, see Lohr, Latin Aristotle Commentaries, pp. 
322-323. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

See additional photos on next page –––> 
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2. ARTOPOEUS, Petrus [= BECKER, Peter].  Latinae phrasis elegantiae ex 
potissimis authoribus conscriptae. Wittenberg: Peter Seitz, 1534.               SOLD   
 

8vo, two parts: [1], 215 (numbered 209), [8] leaves (including two final blanks); 
two title-pages within different elaborate woodcut borders.  Modern vellum with 
overlapping fore-edges; brownish stain in lower margins; early ownership 
signature on title; on final blank are two ink drawings in an early hand of 
pointing fingers; overall a fine copy. 
 

FIRST EDITION of the earliest publication by the pedagogue and Reformed 
theologian Peter Becker (Latinized Petrus Artopoeus, 1491-1563), consisting of an 
elementary textbook on Latin stylistics. The author, who had studied in 
Wittenberg under Luther and Melanchton, first taught in his native Pomeranian 
city of Köslin; after having been driven out by the Roman Catholic clergy, Becker 
moved to Rügenwalde where he taught beginning Latin students. 
 

The first part focuses on the proper use of verbs, providing illustrative examples 
from Latin authors, including later ones like Erasmus. The second part, with its 
own title-page, deals similarly with nouns. 
 

A very rare work of which only one copy may be located in an American 
collection (U. of PA). The edition is also found with the imprint of Georg Rhau. 
 

§ VD16, B1390; L.D. Green & J.M. Murphy, Renaissance Rhetoric Short-Title-
Catalogue 1460-1700, p. 64; not in Adams or STC German. 
 

 
 

§ Carradice and Buttrey (2007), Roman Imperial Coinage IIa, p. 206: 112; Cohen, 
Médailles impériales, C 309; Seaby, Roman Silver Coins, p. 58: 309. 
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3. CAESAR, Caius Julius.  Les commentaires de Cesar, des guerres de la Gaule ... Avec 
quelques annotations dessus. (Tr. Blaise de Vigenère). Paris: Nicolas Chesneau & 
Jean Poupy, 1576.                    SOLD 
 

4to (210 x 152 mm), [16] leaves, 388 pp., [1] blank leaf, 272 pp., [33] leaves; woodcut 
printer's device [Renouard 171] on title; ornamental woodcut capitals and 
tailpieces; with 21 woodcut illustrations, including a full-page portrait of Caesar 
and a map (of Gaul and adjoining conquests) in the first part, and 19 in the 
commentary, including three full-page and two diagrams.  Handsome modern 
goatskin blind-tooled in Renaissance style, four raised bands; occasional light 
stains; old penciled marginalia and underscoring; overall a fine copy. 
 

FIRST EDITION of the popular French 
translation of Caesar's Gallic Wars by Blaise 
de Vigenère (1523-1596) who, besides being a 
translator from Greek and Latin classics, was 
also a noted diplomat, alchemist, and 
cryptographer, in which last capacity he 
developed a method of encrypting text 
known as the "Vigenère cipher." 
 

Vigenère's translation, which was intended to 
replace the then antiquated French version 
by Robert Gaguin, first published in 1488 
(Goff C-28), proved extremely popular, being 
re-issued several times until 1625. 
 

Following the translation is a second part consisting of Vigenère's extensive 272-
page commentary, illustrated by a series of 19 woodcut illustrations, including 
three full-page and two diagrams. The illustrations, of a didactic nature, 
represent the fauna of Gallic forests and Caesar's fortifications on the Rhine 
 

This first edition is extremely rare: the only copy located by OCLC in an 
American collection is that at the Morgan Library, in New York. 
 

§ Cioranesco 21735; Schweiger I, 5; BL STC French, p. 89; 3; not in Adams. 
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One of Calvin's Rarest Works 

 

4. CALVIN, Jean.  Responsio ad Balduini convicia [with accompanying texts 
by F. Baudouin, F. Le Douaren, Antoine Le Conte, F. Hotman, and the 
printer J. Crespin]. [Geneva: J. Crespin], 1562.                SOLD          
 

Small 4to (222 x 132 mm), 117, [1] pp., [1] blank leaf; text in italic and roman type, 
ornamental woodcut capitals; large woodcut device at the end representing Job 
with the verse, "Etiam si occiderit me in ipso sperabo" (Job xiii:15).  
Contemporary limp vellum (some damage in lower edge of front cover); 
small round wormhole in outer margins far from text; some minor stains; 
modern bookplate ('R. Peter'). Overall a fine copy in its first binding. 
 

FIRST (and only) EDITION of Jean 
Calvin's response to the insults (convicia) 
of his former friend and associate 
François Baudouin (also known as 
Balduinus: 1520-1573), an eminent jurist, 
Christian controversialist and historian, 
who had embraced Calvinism before 
converting to Catholicism. Calvin's 
response is to Baudouin's violent 
polemic on him in his Ad leges de famosis 
libellis et de calumniatoribus commentarius, 
which, although bearing a privilege 
dated 1557, had recently been published 
in Paris. This publication was sent to 
Calvin by Théodore de Bèze, who was in 
Paris at the time, with an accompanying 
letter reading in part, "Baudouin has 
finally come out of his hiding place and 
has published a virulent pamphlet 
against you. Some people advised me 
not to send it to you, but I replied that 
you were sufficiently brave to hold this 
dog easily in contempt" (see Peter-
Gilmont, op. cit., p. 970). 

 
 

The volume opens with Calvin's violent response to Baudouin's attacks (pp. 3-
40), printed in an elegant large italic (the remaining texts are printed in roman); 
this is followed by the text of fourteen letters that Baudouin had addressed to 
Calvin from 1545 to 1555 (pp. 41-54). These two preliminary texts are in turn 
followed by a series of supporting documents by other eminent Calvinists 
making Baudouin appear in a most unfavorable light: A letter attacking 
Baudoin's fickleness in religious matters by the well-known French jurist 
François Le Douaren (1509-1559: pp. 55-69); a biting critique of Baudoin's 
historical work Constantinus magnus (1556) by the jurist Antoine Le Conte 
(1526-1586: pp. 70-80); an anonymous invective against Baudouin's religious 
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inconsistency by François Hotman, the celebrated French Huguenot jurist 
and political theorist, protégé of Calvin (1524-1590: pp. 81-99); a treatise on 
apostasy, aimed at Baudouin, by the volume's printer, Jean Crespin, who 
had been a jurist before establishing himself as a prominent humanist-
printer in Geneva. 
 

This volume did not mark the end of the "Baudouin controversy" which was re-
animated by Baudoin himself who, that same year, published in Paris and 
Cologne editions of his response to Calvin's response: Responsio Altera Ad 
Ioannem Calvinum; this in turn prompted Bèze to take up the cudgels for Calvin 
by publishing his own intensely forceful Ad Francisci Balduini convicia responsio, 
with a preface by Calvin (Geneva: J. Crespin, 1563: Gilmont, op. cit. 63/1). 
 

The present first edition (of which copies are known with a variant title: 
with convicia spelled convitia) is one of Calvin's rarest: no copy may be 
located in any American collection. 
 

§ Peter-Gilmont, Bibliotheca Calviniana II,  62/27; Gilmont, Bibliographie des éditions 
de Jean Crespin 62/2; Erichson, Bibliotheca Calviniana, p. 24; Chaix, Dufour, 
Moeckli, p. 52. 
 

   
 
 
 
 

. 
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Roman à Clef of Outstanding Rarity 
 

5. [CHEMINAIS?].  La Loterie d'amour, ou la Métamorphose de Philis en amour. En 
prose et en vers, dediée à Madame la Duchesse de Chastillon. Paris: J. Ribou, 1661. 
SOLD 
 

12mo, [6] leaves, 52 pp.; small woodcut ornament on title, two woodcut 
ornamental capitals, and three typographical headpieces.  Contemporary calf, 
double gilt fillet on sides, back gilt in compartments with four raised bands; 
some binding surface wear; internally sound with some light stains. 
 

FIRST EDITION of this extremely rare little anonymous roman à clef in prose and 
in verse. The anonymous author is identified in the privilege by the initials 
'F.D.C.E.S.D.G.', and Cioranescu attributes the book to one 'Cheminais,' 
presumably on the evidence of a letter in the correspondence of the philosopher 
Pierre Bayle (1647-1706) suggesting that the author of this romance was the 
brother of the Jesuit scholar Timoleon Cheminais de Montaigu: see 
goo.gl/IE1PT4 
 

In a long, flattering epistle the author dedicates his 
romance to the Duchess of Châtillon (1627-1695); 
born Elisabeth-Angélique de Montmorency, widow 
of Gaspar de Coligny, duc de Châtillon, the Duchess 
was famous at the royal court for her beauty and 
seductive powers—she attempted to seduce Louis 
XIV while he was yet a mere boy. The author, who 
identifies the Duchess with 'Philis’, and praises her 
beauty and other qualities in the most lavish terms, 
admits that he himself is one her most fervent 
admirers: "Perhaps you wish to know who I am, but 
I confess that I have the misfortune of being 
unknown to you, though assuredly my name is not. 
But to demonstrate that it is not self-interest that 
prompts me to publish your merits, I do not plan to 
reveal myself more concretely to you, assigning to 
Love the task of offering you this book." 
 

The romance recounts a gathering at a country 
house of sixteen dinner guests, eight gentlemen and 
eight ladies (including ‘Philis’), and the personified 

Love who holds a lottery in which each guest is assigned a prize consisting of 
one of Love's own qualities; the lottery takes the form of brief dialogues in which 
Love describes each gift in verse with the recipient responding in prose. In his 
dedicatory epistle the author states that the guests, although here having been 
assigned false names, are real persons who are among those who love ‘Philis’ 
most and sing her praises everywhere. 
 

This anonymous booklet is remarkably rare: very few copies are known, none of 
which may be located in any American collection. 
 

§ Cioranescu 19070 (attributing the work to 'Cheminais'); Brunet III, 1179; Lever, 
La Fiction narrative en prose au XVIIème siècle, p. 252; Gay-Lemonnyer II, 903. 
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The "Hammer of Heretics" 
 

6. COSTER, François, S.J.  Enchiridion controversiarum praecipuarum nostri 
temporis de religione. Cologne: Birckmann for A. Mylius, 1585.       $500  
 

8vo, [20], 336 (numbered 236) pp.; woodcut of enthroned Mary with Child on 
title; woodcut ornamental capitals.  Contemporary blind-tooled pigskin over 
wooden boards, one clasp with catch, and remains of another; binding surface 
very worn, pigskin backstrip worn away from spine, front joint split but holding; 
internally sound with some light browning of paper and scattered foxing (as 
appears to be usual for this edition); early inscription of the monastery of Saint 
Boniface at Fulda on title, and its stamp on verso. 
 

FIRST EDITION of the most important and most influential work by the Belgian 
Jesuit controversial theologian François de Coster (1532-1619). The author's 
unrelenting war against non-believers earned him the name Malleus haereticorum 
("The Hammer of Heretics"). 
 

In the Enchiridion, whose full title translates, Handbook of the Main Religious 
Debates of Our Times, Coster aims at instructing heretics and non-believers, with a 
view on converting them, with chapters on such matters as Holy Scriptures, 
Faith, the Papacy, the Holy Mass, the Eucharist, the Veneration of Saints, 
Purgatory, etc. This immensely influential work was published continuously 
until 1621 and translated into several languages (German, Dutch, Italian). 
 

§ VD16, C5551; De Backer-Sommervogel II, 1514/2; USTC 650219. 
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First Edition of Cyrano's Fantastic Voyage to the Sun 
 

7. CYRANO DE BERGERAC, Savinien.  Les nouvelles oeuvres contenant l'histoire 
comique des Estats & Empires du Soleil . . . et autres pieces divertissantes. Paris: 
Charles de Sercy, 1662.          $1 ,500  
 

Two parts in one volume, 12mo, [23] leaves (including frontispiece portrait by Le 
Doyen after Heince), 556, 168 pp., [3] leaves; a few ornamental capitals and 
headpieces.  Later half vellum over marbled boards; bound a bit tightly; a few 
side-notes cropped closely. 
 

FIRST EDITION of this collection of posthumous works by the celebrated 
freethinker, duelist, dramatist, and a precursor in the field of science fiction. The 
first part consists of Cyrano's description of a fantastic voyage to the Sun: Histoire 
comique des estate et empires du Soleil, which is intended as a kind of sequel to his 
similar work on the Empires of the Moon; here too, Cyrano's description of the 
Sun's inhabitants and institutions provides an occasion for social and political 
satire. This first edition is recognized as one of the most subversive texts of its 
time, criticizing the monarchy, praising the republic, denying the immortality of 
the soul, etc. Among the works in the second group, the most important is 
Cyrano's Cartesian tract on physics, left unfinished at his death: Fragment de 
physique ou la science des choses naturelles (p. [71]-168). 
 

Cyrano’s portrait, designed by Heince and engraved by Le Doyen, was probably 
the origin of the legend of the man with such a prodigious nose. Two editions 
exist dated 1662, one with frontispiece portrait, of which the present is an 
example, and one without and with the mention "sur l'imprimé" characteristic of 
counterfeits; although Tchemerzine unaccountably declared the latter the real 
first edition, his error was corrected by the critic J.-C. Courbin who gave priority 
to the present edition, stressing its rarity (cf. Bulletin du Bibliophile, 1978, pp. 12-21). 
 

§ Brunet II, 461; Tchemerzine (Scheler ed.), II, 711; Cioranescu 22749. 
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Extremely Rare Italian Translation. Placed on the Index 
 

8. ERASMUS, Desiderius.  I Ragionamenti, overo Colloqui famigliari. (Tr. Pietro 
Lauro). Venice: Vincenzo Valgrisi, 1549.                  SOLD 
 

8vo, [16] leaves (including last blank), 547, [1] pp., [2] leaves; text in italic; 
woodcut printer's device on title and at the  end; three woodcut initials.  18th-
century mottled calf, gilt flat spine; red edges; joints and spine worn, but solid; 
title-page dampstained. On title verso is the engraved armorial bookplate of the 
extensive collerction of Italian books formed by the eminent French bibliophile 
Albert François Floncel (1697-1773: see Guigard II, pp. 216-217). 
 

Second, extensively revised edition of the first Italian 
translation of Erasmus's Colloquies, his popular 
collection of dialogues used as a pedagogical tool 
down to modern times. Soon after their publication, 
however, conservative ecclesiastics were offended by 
certain pages in the Colloquies both on moral and 
religious grounds, denouncing the work as tending to 
corrupt youthful morals. The translator, Pietro Lauro 
(c.1510-c.1568), states on the title-page that, although his 
translation of the Colloquies from Latin to Italian had 
already appeared four years earlier [1545], "they have 
now been revised in so many places, not only as 
pertains to the language but also to the meaning, that 
they may be said to have been entirely retranslated 
rather than revised."  
 

The 1545 edition, also an 8vo, consisted of only 295 
pages; this number has now been increased to 547 pages in the present edition. 
Furthermore, Lauro has retitled his work Ragionamenti ("Discussions"), whereas 
the earlier edition was titled Colloquii famigliari. 
 

Lauro's translation was soon placed on the Index, contributing to the remarkable 
rarity of both of his editions (see below). Vincenzo Valgrisi, who operated his 
press from what he had named "Erasmus's Workshop" ('Bottega d'Erasmo'), 
found it prudent in 1559, the year of Paul IV's Index, to drop that designation (see 
A. Brundin & M. Treherne [edd.] Forms of Faith in Sixteenth-Century Italy [2009], 
p. 179, n. 32). 
 

Of the present edition OCLC locates no American copies, and only the Harvard 
copy of the 1545 edition (though NUC locates a copy at the Hartford Seminary). 
 

§ Vander Haeghen I, p. 38; Bezzel 528; Adams E-534. 
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Pseudonymous Roman à Clef 
 

9. ERYTHRAEUS, Janus Nicius [i.e. ROSSI, Gian Vittorio].  Iani Nicii Erythraei 
Eudemiae libri decem. Cologne [i.e. Amsterdam?]: Jost Kalckhoven [i.e. J. Blaeu?], 
1645.                   $875  
 

12mo, [16], 253, [3]. Woodcut printer's device on title; woodcut ornamental 
capitals; full-page engraved portrait of the author.  Contemporary vellum over 
boards; binding a bit soiled; some light browning of paper. 
 

Bizarre allegorical and satirical roman à clef in Latin prose and verse, in which 
everything and everyone appears to be pseudonymous—not only the names of 
the characters and places, but even the name of the author himself, the printer 
(Jodocus Calcovius), and the place of publication (Coloniae Ubiorum). 
 

The author, Gian Vittorio Rossi (1591-1640), who wrote and published under a 
Hellenized version of his name, 'Janus Nicius Erythraeus,' was trained in letters 
and philosophy under the Jesuits at the Roman College, and then studied law at 
the Sapienza University of Rome. In 1610 he was appointed secretary to Cardinal 
Andrea Perreti, a position he held until the cardinal's death in 1628. He then 
retired to his house on the Gianicolo in Rome, which became a meeting-place for 
Rossi's fellow intellectuals, including Alessandro Tassoni, Giovanni Ciampoli, 
Leone Allacci, Gabriel Naudé, et al.) 
 

         
 

Rossi's earliest publication was a preliminary version of this work in eight books, 
published in 1637 at an unnamed press but believed, on typographical grounds, 
to be the Leiden branch of the Elzevirs (see Willems 456). In the present second—
but first complete—edition, two books have been added. The narrative begins 
when two first-century Romans caught in the conspiracy of Sejanus against 
Tiberius decide to avoid the emperor's wrath by fleeing by sea into voluntary 
exile. They are caught in a storm which drives them to an island named 
Eudemia, unknown to the rest of the world, and which the author places within 
the same latitude as Plato's Atlantis and Thomas More's Utopia; however, whilst 
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these two earlier models depicted societies that embraced the ideals of every 
virtue, Rossi depicts the citizens of Eudemia (which gives its name to his book) 
as reproducing, in startling fashion, the corrupt customs, not of ancient Rome, 
but of the Rome of his own day—the Rome of the papacy. Everything that the 
two exiles witness about the morals and customs of the inhabitants of Eudemia 
make up the narrative of the work. Thus, under the guise of an allegory, the 
author has unmasked the vices of his fellow-citizens, and in particular, of the 
high dignitaries of the Roman Church. 
 

Literary scholars and historians have been able to unmask some of the 
protagonists' pseudonyms—e.g. ‘Tyrrhenus’ = Cardinal Fabio Chigi, the future 
Pope Alexander VII—but others still await identification. 
 

Although the title page states that the edition was printed at Cologne by Jodocus 
Calcovius (Jost Kalckhoven, a known Cologne printer), it has been suggested that 
the real printer was J. Blaeu in Amsterdam: see Willems, Les Elzevier, p. 114: note 
to no. 456. 
 

§ VD17 23:275940F; Paisey (BL German 17C), E546. 
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Robert Estienne's Two Rare Dictionaries for Children: 
The second Known Copy? 

 

10. ESTIENNE, Robert. Dictionariolum puerorum. Paris: Robert Estienne, 1 
November 1550.  4to, 420 (of 426) pp., [1] blank leaf: lacking three leaves: F7-8, 
G1; roman type (for Latin) and italic (French definitions); Estienne printer's 
device on title.    

BOUND WITH: 
 

ESTIENNE, Robert. Les mots francois selon lordre des lettres, ainsi que les fault 
escrire: tournez en latin, pour les enfans. Paris: R. Estienne, 1551. [168] pp. Italic type 
(for French) and roman (for Latin definitions); Estienne printer's device on title. 
The two works bound together in 18th-century calf with considerable surface 
wear, but solid; ink stain in upper margins of eight leaves (pp. 358-384); some 
occasional light stains. Both parts ruled in red throughout; old ownership 
signature on first title.         SOLD 
 

                 
 

I. This Latin-French dictionary for children was extracted from Robert Estienne's 
larger folio Dictionarium Latinogallicum (1538), and in smaller, handier format. It 
was first printed by Robert Estienne in 1542 (cf. Renouard 53:6). Of the three other 
known copies of this edition all have a variant titlepage and a colophon dated 
‘XV. CAL. NOVEMB.’ = 18 October, whereas this copy is dated ‘CAL. NOVEMB.’ 
= 1 November (cf. USTC  66086, and the digitized copy from the Bayerische 
Staatsbibliothek: goo.gl/yexyXQ ). 
 

II. Substantially the same work as I, but with reverse vocabulary; it is a concise 
version, for schoolchildren, of the larger Dictionnaire François-Latin (1539). Of this 
edition only the BnF copy is known; it is one of the last books to issue from R. 
Estienne's Parisian press bearing his name: he fled to Geneva that very year.  
 

§ I. Renouard 77:11; USTC  6608; II. Not in Renouard; USTC 60298. 
 
 

Additional photos on next page–––>   
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The French Courtier's Hanbook 
 

11. FARET, Nicolas [French & Spanish].  L'Honeste homme: ou, l'art de plaire a la 
court ... Traduit en Espagnol. Paris: Toussainct Quinet, 1634.     SOLD 
 

Small 4to, [4] leaves, 263, [23] pp. Large engraved emblem on title; woodcut 
ornamental capitals and headpieces; paper flaw on fol D3 (no text loss). 
Contemporary calf, double gilt fillet round sides, five raised bands on spine, title 
gilt in second compartment, gilt fleurons within double gilt frames in the other 
five; red edges; 2-inch crack in upper portion of rear  joint. Overall a fine copy, 
with the manuscript bookplate of the Earl of Westmoreland, dated 1856; 
inscription at head of titlepage, "Le Bon Dieu soit mon protecteur. W". 
 

FIRST EDITION of the bilingual version, with Spanish translation and French on 
opposite pages, of a landmark civility handbook written for those aspiring to the 
career of a courtier, or for the public that wished to identify itself with the career 

of a courtier and with the values 
represented by the court society. 
 

With the publication of this work, Nicolas 
Faret (1600-1646), one of the first members 
of the Académie française, "launched a 
new social etiquette in seventeenth-
century France, one that prescribed a 
vigilant self-monitoring of the courtly 
subject through the use of his judgment, 
understanding, virtue, and reason. In 
particular, Faret's precepts insisted on the 
regulation of the body: the courtier must 
never passively submit to the 
intemperance of his humors or the 
disorder of his passions" (Bernadette 
Höfer, Psychosomatic Disorders in 
Seventeenth-Century French Literature 
[2009], pp. 1-2). 
 

The French text alone first appeared in 
1630, and was almost immediately 
translated into English: "The Honest Man: 
or, the Art to Please the Court", 1632 (New 

STC 10686). For the present edition a Spanish translation was added to the 
French text by the grammarian Ambrosio de Salazar, Royal Interpreter for 
Spanish at the court of Louis XIII. 
 

§ Cioranescu 28743; see Bernadette Höfer, op. cit, and Tuomas Tikanoja, 
Transgressing Boundaries: Worldly Conversation, Politeness and Sociability in Ancient 
Régime France (2013), pp. 6-7. 
 
Additional photos on next page –––> 
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17th-Century Money-Changer Guidebook and Counterfeit-Coin Detector 
With 3370  Full-Scale Woodcuts 

 

12. LAWS & STATUTES PERTAINING TO MONEY-CHANGERS. Ordonnance 
et instruction selon laquelle se doibvent conduire & regler doresenavant les Changeurs 
ou Collecteurs des pieces d'or & d'argent. Antwerp: J. Verdussen, 1633.             SOLD 
 

Tall narrow 4to (leaf size: 302 x 95 mm), [126] leaves (*4, 
A-Z4, Aa-Gg4, Hh2); woodcut imperial arms of Phillip IV 
on title. With 3370 numismatic woodcuts in the text, 
reproducing the obverse and reverse of each coin full 
scale.  Contemporary vellum over boards, short cracks 
at head and foot of spine joints; leaves of first quire 
frayed at fore-edges; a few leaves have been trimmed 
close at fore-edges affecting outer edges of woodcuts; 
inside front cover is an early owner's signature from 
Maastricht. 
 

FIRST EDITION, first issue of this remarkable woodcut 
book, consisting of the laws and regulations pertaining 
to money-changers. This unusually shaped handbook 
(three times taller than wide, so that it would fit in the 
money-changer's deep pocket) provides a 
comprehensive guide to the gold and silver coins then 
current in all European countries, describing and 
reproducing accurately 1685 different of coins full-scale, 
obverse and reverse, and establishing their respective 
values, prescribed weights, etc. 
 

All denominations and countries are represented: 
ducats, reales, pistoles, florins, écus, etc., from France, 
Portugal, Spain, Rome, Milan, Venice, Hungary, 
Denmark, Holland, Transylvania, Bohemia, Turkey, 
Poland, England, Scotland, etc. 
 

Such numismatic guides were used by money-changers 
who set up shop in harbor-towns (in this case Antwerp) 
and traded money with visiting merchants who came 
from all over the world; these handbooks, with their 

accurate representations of coins, also served to detect counterfeit money—in 
fact, some counterfeit coins are also reproduced: fol. 2f2v, 2f3v, 2f4r, 2g1r, etc. 
 

Understandably, these "exchange-rate" guide-books are today of remarkable 
rarity, since most were literally used up through constant manipulation, and it is 
quite unusual to find a totally complete copy as that offered here 
 

The present is an example of the first issue with two misprints on the title-page: 
'ermes' (for 'armes'' in the title), and 'euseigne' (for 'enseigne' in the imprint), ); 
these were corrected in the second 1633 issue (see Bibliotheca Belgica IV, O 111). 
 

§ Brunet IV, 210 ("Volume rare"); Bibliotheca Belgica IV, O 112; Goldsmith's Kress 
Library of Economic Lterature, no. 654. 

      Additional photo on next page–––> 
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Empress Marie-Louise's Copy 
 

13. LEGRAND-BOURSAULT, Jenny.  Les Séductions. Par Mme. Jenny L.G.D. 
Paris: Librairie Française de Ladvocat, 1820.       SOLD           

8vo (177 x 108 mm): 3 volumes (of 4), I. [6], 244; II. [4], 234; III. [4], 252 pp.  
Contemporary red morocco-backed boards, flat spines gilt; gilt crowned 
monogram of the Empress Marie-Louise on sides; entirely uncut, preserving 
deckle edges; heads and feet of spines and corners worn. 
 

FIRST (and only) EDITION of a romance by the enigmatic Jenny Legrand-
Boursault, author of two other such romances: La Fille de l’émigré (1824) and 
L’Indécision, ou Lucy Mulgrave (1825). 
 

Although her works must have been quite popular among contemporary female 
readership (including Empress Marie-Louise whose copy this was), the author 
has been quasi forgotten by posterity: her name does not appear in any French 
biographical dictionaries, or histories of French literature, and there is no entry 
devoted to her in the French Wikipédia. 
 

Her three novels are extremely rare: of the present, besides a handful of copies in 
European libraries, there is only one copy in an American collection (U. of PA). 
 

***Offered here are the first three volumes of this 4-volume novel. 
 

§ Barbier, Dictionnaire des ouvrages anonymes IV, 458; Quérard, Supercheries 
littéraires II, 778. 
 
 

 
 

Additional photos on next page–––> 
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14. PEPIN, Guillaume.  Sermones quadragesimales fratris Guillelmi Pepin, nouo 
ordine ab ipso authore digesti [with: Expositio evangeliorum quadragesimalium]. Paris: 
Claude Chevallon, 4 December 1523.                   SOLD 
 

Two parts in one volume, 8vo, [8], 140; [11] (of 12: without last leaf, blank except 
for the Chevallon device), 352 leaves; both titles printed in red and black, and 
with the woodcut printer's device [Renouard 958] of Berthold Rembolt, and 
device of Claude Chevallon [Renouard 176] on last leaf of the preliminary index 
of the first part; text printed in gothic type in double columns; woodcut criblé 
initials; text rubricated by hand throughout. Contemporary limp vellum with 
overlapping fore-edges; binding dust-soiled; first title soiled; 16th-century 
ownership inscriptions, with some occasional marginal notes in the same hand. 
 

     
 
 

Very rare final revision this collection of sermons on the Gospels by Guillaume 
Pepin (c. 1465-1533), a Dominican Professor of Theology at Evreux, who achieved 
such prestige in the early sixteenth century that his name was made into a verb, 
to "Pepinize," meaning to deliver an elegant oration; the popular saying was: 
"nescit praedicare qui nescit Pepinare" ("he who does not know how to Pepinize 
doesn't know how to sermonize"). 
 

A first edition of these sermons appeared in 1517 (see Moreau II, no. 1687), revised 
in 1520 (Moreau II, 2441), and finally revised again here. All three editions are 
extremely rare, none being located in any American collection (according to 
OCLC). 
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In an article on "Images of Women in the Sermons of Guillaume Pepin (c.1465-
1533)", Larissa Taylor demonstrated that in his sermons Pepin broke away from 
the stereotypical misogynistic medieval depiction of women; in his sermons we 
find the preaching of a man who did not categorize women as the personification 
of Good or Evil, but talked at length about women and their problems in daily 
life with sympathy and compassion. The figures he evokes in his sermons are 
quite often strong, independent-minded women (Journal of the Canadian Historical 
Association, New Series, Vol. 5, 1994). 
 

NOTE: The use of both Claude Chevallon's and Berthold Rembolt's devices is 
explained by the fact that Chevallon used Rembolt's device after marrying the 
latter's widow, Charlotte Guillard. 
 

§ Moreau III, no. 565. 
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Very Rare EDITIO PRINCEPS 
 

15. PHILIPPE DE GRÈVE [PHILIPPE LE CHANCELIER].  In Psalterium 
Davidicum. CCCXXX. sermones. Paris: J. Badius, 1 January 1523.    SOLD 
 

Two parts in one volume, 8vo, [8], 312, [16]; 267, [1] leaves; Badius's printing-press 
woodcut device [Renouard 22] on title, criblé initials in various sizes.  Rebound 
in old vellum with overlapping fore-edges; small hole in title (see photo); at head 
of title page is the early ownership inscription of the Jesuit College of Paris 
[NOTE: due to its bulk this very thick little volume does not close flat]. 
 

EDITIO PRINCEPS of the prodigious nearly 1200-page collection of 330 sermons 
on the Psalms, commonly referred to as Summa super Psalterium, by Philippe de 
Grève (c 1160-1236), also known as Philippe le Chancelier due to the office of 
chancellor of Notre Dame and the University of Paris which he held for the last 
twenty years of his life. 
 

Philippe also wrote poems, virtually all of which survive with music; his primary 
importance in musicology is his substantial contribution to the repertory 
conductus, as well as his role in the early history of the motet (cf. New Grove 
History of Music, vol. 14, pp. 630-631). 
 

The text of this editio princeps of Philippe's Summa super Psalterium may may have 
been edited by Badius himself, since he signs the dedicatory preface, addressed 
to a Father Jean Ribaut, of the Abbey of Beaumont. The book is of remarkable 
rarity: no copy is located by OCLC in any American collection—though, 
according to NUC, there's one at Duke. 
 

§ Moreau III, 568; Renouard, Imprimeurs II, no. 528; Renouard, Josse Bade, II; p. 
480-481; Adams P 1020. 
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The Most Comprehensive Treatise on the Eucharist 
With Attacks on Calvin and Beza 

 

16. SAINCTES, Claude de.  De rebus Eucharistiae controversis, repetitiones seu libri 
decem. Paris: Pierre L'Huillier, 1576.                  $2 ,400  
 

Folio (377 x 245 mm), [20] (including a4 blank), 396, [12] leaves; roman type; large 
woodcut printer's device [Renouard 669: citing this work] on title; woodcut 
ornamental headpieces and initials. Handsome modern half leather; several 
early inscriptions on title-page canceled in ink; internally in fine condition, with 
good margins. 

 
 

FIRST EDITION of the exhaustive treatise on the Eucharist by Claude de Sainctes 
(1525-1591), bishop of Evreux and Catholic controversialist, enemy of Calvin and 
Beza. This first edition was issued with title-pages dated either 1575 or 1576. 
 

This monumental work, which was the most thorough and extensive ever 
published on the subject at the time, is considered Sainctes's most important—as 
well as the rarest—of all his writings. He defends the dogma of the Church 
against those that he considered heretics, including Calvin and Beza. The latter 
immediately published a Response to Sainctes: Ad repetitionem primam F. Claudii 
de Sainctes De rebus Eucharistiae controversis Responsio (1577). 
 

Sainctes's comprehensive treatise, which became the starting point for all those 
who treated this subject after him, is divided into ten sections. The first six deal 
with the origins and institution of the Eucharist, proving the reality of the Body 
and Blood of Christ through Scripture and the Church Fathers; the next two deal 
with Transubstantiation; the ninth deals with Adoration, and the tenth with 
Communion under one species (i.e. bread alone), in opposition to the Reformers 
who insisted that Communion in both kinds alone had Scriptural warrant. 
 

The author includes a lengthy 16-page dedication to King Henri III; this long, 
laudatory dedication becomes ironic in view of later events: soon after Henri III's 
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assassination in 1589, Sainctes, who had joined the Catholic League and was very 
zealous in his efforts to convert Protestants, was forced to flee Evreux after the 
royal troops took possession of it. Among his papers was found a document in 
which he approved the murder of Henri III and maintained that one could 
likewise kill his successor, Henri IV. Arrested and arraigned, Sainctes was 
condemned to death as guilty of high treason. At the request of the Cardinal of 
Bourbon, Henri IV commuted his sentence to life imprisonment, and he was 
confined in the château of Crèvecoeur where he died in 1591. 
§ Cioranesco 20131; Adams S-85. 
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Scaliger & the Battle of the Books: Including Scaliger's Rarest Publication 
From the Library of J.A. De Thou 

 

17. [SCALIGER] TITI, Roberto.  Pro suis locis controversis assertio adversus Yvonem 
quemdam Villiomarum Italici nominis calumniatorem. Ad Franciscum Mugghionium. 
Florence: Bartolomeo Sermartelli, 1589.   
 

4to (226 x 154 mm), [8], 224 pages; woodcut printer's device on title; woodcut 
ornamental capitals; two woodcut illustrations of ancient lyres on p. 10.    

BOUND WITH: 
 

SCALIGER, Joseph Juste [Pseud: Yvo Villiomarus]. Epistola Yvonis Villiomari 
Aremorici, in Fabium Paulinum Utinensem. Paris: n. pr., 1587. 15 pages; one large 
ornamental capital at beginning. 
 

BOUND WITH: 
 

PAULINUS, Fabius [Pseud: Chianeus Oligenius]. Responsio ad epistolam 
calumniatoris, sub nomine Yvonis Villiomari Aremorici scriptam in Fabium Paulinum 
Utinensem. Auctore Chianeo Oligenio. Venice: 12 October 1587. 15 pages; one large 
ornamental capital at beginning. The three works bound together in 
contemporary russet morocco with the gilt arms of Jacques-Auguste de Thou and 
his first wife, Marie de Barbançon (Olivier 216/5), on covers; five raised bands 
and two half bands on spine, title lettered in gilt in second compartment, with 
the De Thou monogram in the other seven; all edges gilt; front joint with cracks 
at head and foot; circular impressions and stains on front cover; overall a fine 
copy.                                 SOLD 
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First editions of three publications engendered by notorious Renaissance 
polemics involving the celebrated humanist Joseph Scaliger. The first was 
provoked by the Tuscan Roberto Titi (1551-1609) who, in his Locorum 
controversorum liber (Florence 1583), attempted to prove the superiority of Italian 
scholarship over the French; in so doing, Titi attacked French scholarship in 
general, and in particular such humanists as Muret, Turnèbe, Lambin, and 
Joseph Scaliger, reserving his most slanderous accusations for the latter. Scaliger 
took up the cudgels for French philology, responding to Titi's slander in the third 
person under the pseudonym Yvo Villiomarus, in his Yvonis Villiomari Aremorici 
In locos controversos Roberti Titii Animadversorum liber (Paris 1586). 
 

Scaliger's counterattack elicited the present salvo from the venomous Titi, this 
time aimed directly at "Villioscaliger", i.e. a hybridized version of Scaliger's 
adopted pseudonym (Yvo Villiomarus) for his exchanges with Titi, whose ad 
hominem attacks in the present work includes his impugning Scaliger's supposed 
descent from the noble Della Scala family of Verona. (For a detailed account of 
this "Battle of the Books" see Anthony Grafton, Joseph Scaliger II, 368-371 and 384-
385, and J. Bernays, J. J. Scaliger, pp. 251-266). 

 

Titi's response is accompanied in this 
volume by two very rare items pertaining 
to another controversy involving Scaliger 
(again pseudonymously as Villiomarus): 
this time with the Italian humanist Fabio 
Paolino da Udine (Fabius Paulinus 
Utinensis, c. 1535-1605). In this case it was 
Scaliger who initiated the attacks when he 
published the second item in this volume, 
consisting of an extremely violent critique 
of Paulinus's comments on the first book 
of Cicero's De oratore: "In eundem M. 
Tullii Ciceronis dialogi De oratore librum 
primum Fabii Paulini Vtinensis scholia" 
(Venice, 1587). Although Paulinus's work 
had been printed, with its own title page, 
as part of Marcantonio de' Majoragio's 
commentary ("M. Antonii Maioragii 
Commentarius in dialogum seu lib. 
primum De oratore ad Q. fratrem M. 
Tullij Ciceronis"), it is often found 
separately, as evidenced by OCLC and 
other bibliographies/catalogues. Scaliger 
addresses his book to the same 

mysterious, fictitious benefactor to whom he had addressed his earlier 1586 
counterattack on Titi: 'Andrea Ossentius Quinpentonius & Burentellus Dominus, 
Moecenatus suus.' 
 

Scaliger censures Paulinus in even harsher tones than he had Titi, pointing out in 
his Ciceronian comments instances of ignorance (inscitia), braggadocio (iactatio), 
lack of judgment (£krisιa), meddling (periergia), shamelessness (impudentia), 
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deceit (dolus), idle chatter (vaniloquentia), falsehood (perfidia), dissembling 
(dissimulatio), obscurity (caballistica), etc. It may be mentioned that this critique of 
Paulinus is by far Scaliger's scarcest published work, not noted by either Bernays 
or Grafton, and not in Smitskamp’s Scaliger Collection; only two copies may be 
located worldwide, according to OCLC and other sources: BnF and the Danish 
National Library. 
 

The third item in the volume consists of Paulinus' response to Scaliger's attacks, 
published in the third person under the pseudonym 'Chianeus Oligenius,' also a 
very rare work. The three items were bound together for the famed bibliophile 
and historian Jacques-Auguste de Thou (1553-1617), who happened to be one of 
Scaliger's frequent correspondents. 
 

§ I. USTC 859137; EDIT16, 33905; II. Not USTC, Adams, BL STC, OCLC locates 
two copies (see above).; III. USTC 846573; EDIT16, 50243. 
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18. TACITUS, P. Cornelius.  Libri quinque noviter inventi atque cum reliquis eius 
operibus editi. (Ed. A. Alciati). Milan: A. Minuziano, 1517.    SOLD 
 

4to, [20], 235 (misnumbered CCXXXIII due to repetition of folio numbers CXLIIl 
and CCXXXIII), [3] leaves; capital spaces with guide-letters.  18th-century leather-
backed boards, flat spine gilt in compartments, red morocco label in second 
compartment lettered in gilt; binding with surface wear; ink marginalia and 
underscoring in an early hand; neat marginal paper repairs, not affecting text. 
 

The notorious edition of Tacitus that initiated 
one of the earliest known instances of a 
copyright litigation. Two years previously had 
appeared in Rome an edition of Tacitus, edited 
by Filippo Beroaldo, incorporating for the first 
time the newly-discovered text of the first six 
books of the Annales, our most important 
historical source for the reigns of Augustus and 
Tiberius, and one of the most sensational 
Renaissance discoveries of classical literary 
material. That edition contained an unusually 
severe papal privilege prominently printed on 
the title-page. Leo X sent a copy of the edition 
with a plenary indulgence to the Abbey of 
Corvey, in Westphalia, where the MS was 
discovered, as a substitute for the manuscript, 
which is now in Florence (Laur. 68.1), and is still 
our only source for this important portion of 
Tacitus. 

 

While the Roman edition was stil being printed, the Milanese publisher 
Alessandro Minuziano managed to obtain the sheets as they came off the 
Roman press and, despite the severe privilege, reprinted the text in the 
present edition, accompanied by a commentary by Andrea Alciati, thus 
initiating an early copyright litigation — which, incidentally, resulted in a 
mere 'slap on the wrist' for the plagiarist, who managed to get support 
from influential friends. It may be mentioned that in the present edition, 
Minuziano, with brazen insolence, reprints the warning to would-be 
pirates of the Roman edition, and even reproduces its papal privilege! 
 

The present is therefore the second complete edition of Tacitus; besides the 
Annales, it also contains Tacitus's remaining works: Histories, Germania, 
Dialogus, and Vita Agricolae. This is also the first edition with Alciati's 
comments, which, incidentally, represent only the second published work 
by the great humanist, creator of the emblem book: the first was his 
commentary on three books Justinian's Codex (Strasbourg, 1515: Andree 
Alzati Mediolanensis In tres posteriores codicis Iustiniani annotationes). 
 

§ Adams T-22; Schweiger II, 998 ("Höchst selten"). 
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19. [VIRGIL] [COYSSARD, Michel, S.J.] Pub. Virgilii Maronis opera, in locos 
communes digesta, recognita, et abunde locupletata. In gratiam Turnoniae juventutis. 
Tournon: Claude Michel, 1597.         SOLD 
 

16mo, [8] leaves, 791 pp., [10] leaves (of 12: without first and last blank); woodcut 
Jesuit emblem on title; woodcut initials.  Contemporary calf, richly gilt with at 
centers the arms of François de Corneillan, Bishop of Rodez (see below); early 
ownership signature ('Barbet') at head of title; modern bookplate (M.A. Colson); 
traces of original ties; some light stains here and there, some quires loosening; 
overall a fine copy in its first binding. 
 

 
 

Revised and augmented edition of a very popular Virgilian thematic 
concordance, compiled for pupils of the Jesuit college of Tournon, by Michel 
Coyssard, S. J. (1547-1623), who headed the college. The work groups 
alphabetically by subjects or themes—from "ACHILLES" to "VSVS"—all Virgilian 
verses relevant to each particular subject, as a guide to young Latin versifiers. 
 

Coyssard originally published the work in Lyon, 1587, under the title Virgilii 
Maronis Opera: In Locos Commvnes ad Academiae Turnoniae Iuuentutis utilitatem 
digesta; it was re-issued the following year at Tournon retitled: Thesaurus rerum et 
verborum Virgilii, with reprints in 1590 (Tournon), and a revised edition in 1595 
(Douai). The present Tournon edition is further revised and considerably 
augmented by over 200 pages, with a new preface by Coyssard, dated 22 May 
1597, and a privilege dated 6 May 1597 
 

Having been issued specifically for the pupils at the Jesuit school at Tournon, 
presumably in a limited number of copies, explains the remarkable rarity of all 
editions of the work: Cioranesco who lists Coyssard's various works does not 
notice this one; Brunet (II. 402) lists Lyon 1610 as the earliest edition. 
 

This copy was richly bound for François de Corneillan (1550-1614), Bishop of 
Rodez, after having served as the chancellor of the University of Toulouse. 
 

§ De Backer-Sommervogel II, 1600; Répertoire bibliographique VI (Tournon), p. 
338, no. 32; Kallendorf, p. 322, Col1597.1; Adams V-567. 
 

Additional photos on next page–––> 
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No. 19 
 
 

The Birth of the Novel 
20.  XENOPHON [Greek]. Ξενοφῶντος Κύρου παιδείας βιβλία τέτταρα 
Α.Β.Γ.Δ. Xenophontis Cyri paediae libri quatuor priores. Paris: Chr. Wechel, 1538. 
  

4to, 126, [2] pp. Printed entirely in Greek, except for three lines of title and 
imprint; woodcut printer's device [Renouard 1115] on title and last leaf; woodcut 
historiated Greek initials.                  $2,400    

BOUND WITH:  
 

XENOPHON. [Greek]. Ξενοφῶντος Κύρου παιδείας βιβλία τέτταρα 
Ε.Ζ.Η.Θ. Xenophontis Cyri paediae libri quatuor posteriores. Paris: Chr. Wechel, 1539. 
139, [1] pp. Printed entirely in Greek, except for three lines of title and imprint; 
woodcut printer's device [Renouard 1119] on title and last leaf; woodcut 
historiated Greek initials. 

 

BOUND WITH:  
 

HERMOGENES. [Greek]. Ἑρμογένους τέχνη ῥητορικὴ τελειοτάτη. Hermogenis 
Ars Rhetorica absolutissima. Paris: Chr. Wechel, 1538. 32 pages. Printed entirely in 
Greek, except for two lines of title and imprint; woodcut printer's device 
[Renouard 1119] on title; woodcut historiated Greek initial at beginning of text. 
The three works bound together in handsome modern calf, five raised 
bands on spine, original red edges; some light, inoffensive foxing. At foot of 
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first title page is an ownership inscription in a contemporary hand; the name has 
been cancelled in ink, but the Christian name ('Joannes') can be made out, as well 
as 'Carpentoractensis' (i.e. of Carpentras). 
 

 
 

The second separate printing of the Greek text of Xenophon's Cyropaedia 
("Education of Cyrus"), a biography of Cyrus the Great, merging fact with fiction, 
so that this work is commonly regarded as the earliest historical novel. 
Xenophon's straightforward style and didactic approach made the Cyropaedia a 
popular text in Renaissance and seventeenth-century classrooms. The work was 
separately printed for the first time at Louvain, in 1527 (Hoffmann III, 581). 

 

Part I consists of the first four books, and part II of the last four. Both parts were 
produced with generous margins for entering the student's notes. A 
contemporary hand has entered marginalia on seven pages of Book I.  
 

Bound with the two parts of Xenophon's Cyropaedia is the Progymnasmata of 
Hermogenes of Tarsus, the second-century rhetorician. The Progymnasmata, the 
first of five works in which Hermogenes presented a complete course in school 
rhetoric, was for three centuries the standard elementary introduction to the 
study of the subject, until it was replaced by the abridgment made by 
Aphthonius. 

 

§ XENOPHON: Brunet V, 1492 ("édition peu commune"); Moreau V, 1117 and 1535; 
Hoffmann III, 583; HERMOGENES: Moreau V, 921; not in Hoffmann. 
 

Additional photos on next page–––> 
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